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NEW YORK T he key to reaching luxury consumers is understanding the nuances of the market, according to a senior
executive from Modern Luxury who spoke at Luxury FirstLook: Strategy 2016.

By and large, luxury consumers are located in the United States, where more than $74 billion is spent on luxury
goods, a number that exceeds the combined spending of Japan, Italy, France and China. However, those consumers
are dispersed throughout the country, and the best way to entice them to buy is to appeal to market specifics rather
than push products broadly.
"T he U.S. represents the greatest population for luxury, and the best way to reach them is city-by-city," said Marcy
Bloom, senior vice president and group publisher for Modern Luxury. "Within them, it is imperative to know your
best customers and your prospective customer to actually, really know them."
Luxury FirstLook: Strategy 2016 on Jan. 20 was organized by Luxury Daily.
Local hero
Luxury consumers, as with anybody else, have their lives defined in part by their families, their children's schools,
the locations of their office, their favorite clubs and restaurants and the charity, art and sports events they attend. T he
best way to connect with those consumers is to meet them in those same places.
Individual communities have their own local celebrities around whom luxury lifestyles revolve. While Becca Cason
T hrash may not be a household name around the country, the Vogue en Espaol founder and wife of eCorp CEO John
T hrash is on every page of the society columns in Houston, T X.

Modern Luxury San Francisco
Every year she throws a party focused on women, wine and shoes that raises half a million dollars. Last year,
Houston raised $12 billion for charity, and Ms. Cason T hrash was a major driver.
Other cities have their own local epicenters. Driving a distance away to Dallas, Pinnacle Group CEO Nina Vaca,
named one of the Presidential Ambassadors for Global Entrepreneurship by President Obama, is the most
connected, high-society local.
Modern Luxury, which operates nearly 70 publications in 19 markets, makes connections with local heroes by
having an office and employees in every city in which it operates. Using these connections, the publisher can better
understand the people on a specific, local level and thus market to them more effectively.
While some things are universal between 80 and 90 percent of people are more likely to attend an event with a
charity component others are not. Recently, Modern Luxury worked with menswear brand Canali in Houston,
donating to MD Anderson, a cancer research center.
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As it turns out, however, consumers in Houston are more reluctant to buy expensive products in front of others. As a
result, the promotion was extended through the weekend rather than being for the day only, as a similar event was in
Dallas. T his kind of localization could only be planned due to the sophisticated knowledge of the community the
publication attained by having an office there.

Just as different communities have different local celebrities around whom high society revolves, different markets
also have different events. In New York, the Met Gala is perhaps the largest event/party of the year, and in Dallas they
have the Cattle Baron's Ball. Although these events may be little known outside the market, they represent massive
opportunities to connect with consumers.
While all markets agree and all marketers might intuit that T hursday is the best weekday for an after-work function,
the preferred time varies by city. In New York, consumers prefer an event be timed at 7 p.m., while Chicagoans prefer
6 p.m. While markets all fall within that range, being close translates to less revenue than getting it right.
T he attention to markets also extends into other details. Modern Luxury has found that having models on a cover
increases sales compared to actors in Houston, Dallas and Atlanta, while the recent Art Basel event in Miami
necessitated an entirely different cover for a publication in the market.

Modern Luxury Brides Chicago
In Chicago, a spread in the December issue played off the city's inclement weather, but in the mild-wintered Miami,
advertising winter clothes is far less effective. Likewise, while Rolex might advertise on the back cover of different
Modern Luxury publications, the advertisement will be slightly different and the local retailer locations will be
highlighted, thus telling consumers "where" in addition to "what" in a way that a nationally syndicated ad could not.
By researching individual markets rather than generalizing based on geography or country, marketers can learn
small details that will help spur sales and provide an advantage over competitors.
Localization maven
It looks different in other sectors, but localization and a deep knowledge of a market will help all brands grow, not
just print publications.
Global heterogeneity presents many obstacles for brands looking to maximize their share through localization
efforts, according to a report from L2.
T he share of ecommerce sales in the luxury industry has tripled since 2009 and is set to triple again by 2025, but
obstacles such as currency, language, selection and payment method may make it difficult for brands to expand
and capitalize on their reach. As social media, the Web and the development of BRIC, Asian nations and SubSaharan Africa in the future give brands more visibility, it is essential that they monetize global consumers (see
story).
Although having dozens of publications may seem like a lot, Modern Luxury has no plans to slow down.
In the upcoming future Modern Luxury is expanding its regional coverage in the United States with a title dedicated
to the lifestyle of Silicon Valley, CA's affluent residents.

Modern Luxury currently publishes a title focusing on nearby San Francisco, but given the technology boom in
neighboring Silicon Valley, a standalone magazine will likely be a welcome addition for affluents based there.
Silicon Valley has seen an influx of wealth due to the technology brands that have sprouted in the area and
employees that have settled nearby (see story).
"We believe that if there is affluence in the city we are either going to create a title or buy a title," Ms. Bloom said. "We
have bridal titles because bridal shopping is very personal and there is obviously tons of money around it.
"And for us we will grow not necessarily within a market that is a city," she said. "We will grow in categories such as
Bridal or Mens, as long as there is a population, you have the resources and there is demand."
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